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Omnia10: Versatility across Multiple Deployments
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CPU Quad-Core ARMv8

Switch 88E6190X Marvell

Memory DDR4 ECC UDIMM 16GB

eMMC 16 GB

MGMT 10/100/1000 Base-T RJ45

Console 1 * RS232 (RJ45)

I/O 2 * USB3.0 (Type A)
MicroSD Card slot

Bypass Support 4 groups Copper Ports

Port 2 * 10GbE
8*GbE(RJ45)

Internal extended I/O 1* mini PCIex1 Gen 3
2* M.2(PCIex4 Gen3,2280)
1* M.2(Sata Gen3, 2242 & 2280 compatible
1* SATA (Gen3, support 2,5 inch HDD or SSD)

Power Supply AC 100 - 264  or DC 48V

Size (W x H X D) mm 335 x 220 x 44.4

Power consumption 30 W

The Omnia10, formerly the EXA8, is a multi-function network 
appliance perfect for SMBs, branch offices, and remote 
deployments. With built-in, passive tapping capability, 10G 
interfaces, on-board storage, and a diverse set of software 
options to choose from, it is a device capable of addressing a 
multitude of network and security challenges.
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Omnia20: Performance for Demanding Workloads
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CPU Quad-Core ARMv8

Switch 88E6190X Marvell

Memory DDR4 ECC UDIMM 16 GB

eMMC 16 GB

MGMT 10/100/1000 Base-T RJ45

Console 1 * RS232 (RJ45)

USB 1 * USB3.0 (Type A)

Bypass Support 4 group Copper Ports

Port 2 * 10GbE 2 * 1 GbE (SFP) 
8*GbE(RJ45)

Internal extended I/O 1* mini PCIex1 Gen 3
2* M.2(PCIex4 Gen3,2280)
1* M.2(Sata Gen3, 2242 & 2280 compatible
1* SATA (Gen3, support 2,5 inch HDD or SSD)

Power Supply AC 100 - 264  or DC 48V

Size (W x H X D) mm 335 x 220 x 44.4

Power consumption 30 W

The Omnia20 ups the ante by building on the capabilities 
of the Omnia10 with additional 1G SFP interfaces and 
double the processing capabilities. It retains the 
versatility of the Omnia10 while being the go-to choice 
for especially demanding tasks.
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With AppMaster the Omnia platform can support multiple applications from Cubro, 
Partners, and the Linux Community.

Two such applications from Cubro are the Aggregation software and the Packet 
Capture software.

Multiple Applications in a Single Device



Omnia 
Aggregation TAP 
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Omnia10/20 built-in TAP

4 x 1 Gbit links with 
internal TAP (bypass)

2 x 1/10 Gbit 
optical/electrical ports 

usable as 
input and output

(depending on the SFP 
module)
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Aggregation

Up to 4 links/8 ports can be aggregated to one
output. This output could be 1/10 Gbit optical or electrical.

The output traffic can be VLAN tagged 
per input to separate the traffic in the 
monitoring tool.
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Intuitive Web GUI
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Tapping Session GUI

Define active tapping sessions by mapping the live links. 
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Aggregation GUI

Input Interfaces:
G1 - G2
G3 - G4
G5 - G6
G7 - G8 

4 links 

Output Interfaces:

X1 and X2 = SFP+ outputs
Xv = virtual capture interface 



Omnia 
Packet Capture 
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Omnia10/20 - Capture Appliance 

• Captures 100% of all data for real-time analysis 
as well as historical playback – excellent for 
troubleshooting

• Captures to USB or SSD

• Capable of performing several other applications 
such as Ntop and DPI

• Able to run 3rd party applications

• Rolling Capture provides historical lookup of past 
traffic



Aggregation & Capture to SSD



Capture GUI

        delete capture file
download capture file

      start webshark (analyze capture file)

custom tcpdump compatible filter string



Custom Filter examples

These filters reduce the captured traffic to save disk space.



Rolling Capture & Indexing 

Storage window for graphical selection of the 
requested packets for export

export capture file 

tcpdump export capture filter 

The rolling capture runs 24/7 and the user can extract the capture files by time or IP index and convert it to a PCAP 
for later analysis. There is also an option for a post filter via tcpdump during the export process. 

volume of the captured traffic 

index information of the captured traffic 



Rolling Capture & Indexing 
volume of the selected time frame

In this example we want to extract only DNS traffic from this time frame 



Rolling Capture & Indexing 
Rolling capture is a feature where the Omnia10 and Omnia20 continuously 
capture traffic from the configured ports or links. If the reserved disk space 
is full, the rolling capture overwrites the oldest data automatically. 

The rolling capture also produces an index of the captured traffic (time, IP 
address and port information). With the help of this index the relevant 
traffic can be extracted and exported in a PCAP file for analysis. 

This feature provides the option to look look at historical traffic patterns and 
events for forensics and troubleshooting.



Rolling Capture & Indexing Use Case
Network troubleshooting is often difficult because the problem appears only sporadically. In this case a standard capture 
will not help.

The Cubro Rolling Capture can quickly solve the problem, because the capture is continuously running, and when the 
error happens, the engineer can look back in time through the capture file. With the help of the query language you can 
extract the right time frame and the relevant traffic filtered by IP address and port. 

In combination with the TAP and remote access, the Omnia10 and Omnia20 are the perfect remote site troubleshooting 
tools.

In this example the 
rolling capture is 
used on two WAN 
interfaces to see the 
behaviour of the 
WAN at the exact 
same time when the 
error event happens.



Webshark GUI

It is possible to open the captured pcap file directly on the Omnia device, without downloading the file, by pressing 
the green button in the Web GUI. This provides the option of remote troubleshooting  using only the Omnia device. 

Webshark offers a similar feature set to the well known Wireshark.



Remote Capture With the optional built-in Wifi / 2G/3G/4G  
modem or Iridium satellite modem, the 
Omnia appliances are versatile monitoring 
platforms offering connectivity via various 
wireless technologies to every point on 
Earth.

The Omnia10 and Omnia20 support a PCIe 
connector expansion slot as well as 
openings for an antenna in the enclosure.
  
One box can do it all - Network connections 
on multiple interfaces, powerful multi-core 
CPU, high-performance SSD storage, and 
the modem support for remote 
connections. 

The powerful CPU provides the user the 
option to run analysis software at the 
remote site thus preventing the need to 
download capture files over a slow 
connection link.



Flow Analyzer on Omnia

Omnia AppMaster supports NTOPng, a full 
featured Flow Analyzer.

This software offers full online monitoring 
of tapped network links connected to 
Omnia.



DPI application detection “4000+” 



DPI application detection “4000+” 

DPI “application detection” is important for two reasons:

To see what's happening on the networks, in terms of users and application usage,
to prevent misuse of the corporate network. “We don't look into the content at all we only 
produce Metadata”.  

The second reason why DPI is very useful is the potential to reduce the amount of traffic 
which must be analyzed by removing known applications. To find an attack it is 
necessary to perform forensic analysis on the traffic, but this is often a hassle because of 
the quantity of traffic. DPI can now help sort out saved traffic through negative filtering. We 
can remove all “known good” traffic from the capture with the DPI index.

The remaining traffic must contain evidence of the attack. Typically we don't expect attacks 
from YouTube/ Netflix/ Facebook servers and this could easily represent 95% of the traffic.

This feature reduces the traffic which must be analyzed by more than 90% and
reduces the time and cost needed for incident response.



DPI Filtering on Captured Traffic with Omnia

The Omnia devices can also be used to 
capture only one application, in this 
example Whatsapp.

We currently support up to 4000 
signatures and applications.

The traffic is captured on the Omnia10 
or Omnia20  with the rolling capture 
feature and extracted via
the metadata table from the DPI 
service.



Quality & Environment Management 

Cubro is certified with ISO 9001 for 
Qualitmanagment to ensure to 
deliver best product and services  

Cubro is certified with ISO 14001 for 
Managing the efforts to protect our 
environment.
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